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Abstract
The objective of this project is to connect people to each other through common interests and using
shared connections to establish trust in each other. This report covers the design, implementation,
and evaluation of a social network integrated online communication system, Expertize. Users’
evaluations of Expertize ranged from neutral to positive and users understood the purpose of the
application without prompting.
Chapter 1
Introduction
On the highest level, the problem I am trying to solve is answering people’s questions. The Internet
is an obvious answer-delivery vehicle. Answering questions is one of the biggest uses of the Internet:
Google, for example, is a question answering machine at the lowest level. If a user needs information
and it’s online already, chances are that Google Search will ﬁnd it.
Figure 1.1: Questions & Answers
Figure 1.1 shows the simplest representation of the problem. How the resource that can provide
an answer is found, what the resource is, and how the answer comes back are not yet determined.
1.1 Internet Search
The Internet’s vast array of documents and discussions are laid bare to search engines: billions of
pages of information are available at one’s ﬁngertips, as shown in Figure 1.2. Web search is capable
of assisting users in answering a vast variety of objective questions. Procedures, scientiﬁc facts,
news, and a million other subjects are available at the click of a mouse.
Cloud computing is the idea of using a network to bring together the resources and information
available in many places for problem solving and communication. As such, Internet search is a
cloud computing application.
1
Figure 1.2: Internet Search
1.2 Subjectivity
The ﬁeld of search for documents is highly developed, but sometimes documents are not enough;
for subjective questions what a person needs is an expert. The archived writings of millions of
people can often answer most objective questions, but there will always be ideas and topics that
have not been described online before, or are on the cutting edge and not yet well understood and
described in the canonical literature. As diagrammed in Figure 1.3, for subjective questions, a user
often needs people.
Figure 1.3: Objectivity & Subjectivity
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1.3 Social Web Software
Currently, there are a wide variety of tools available online which enhance human communication,
as shown in Figure 1.4. They exist in a wide variety: forums, IM, email lists, social networking,
blogs, microblogs, and more. Each caters to an area of interaction: publishing to groups, discussion
in small groups, discussion in large groups, interactive communication between pairs of people, and
combinations.
Figure 1.4: Modern Online Social Software
Cloud Computing applications use resources in many diﬀerent systems to accomplish their goals.
Human beings act the same way when trying to solve problems: they seek out people and other
information resources which they believe will be helpful. However, most people know a few hundred
or thousand people, and far fewer well. My aim is to apply cloud computing concepts of resource
ﬁnding to people as resources: I call this concept Human Cloud Computing.
The application I think will best bring this concept is a social media website, integrating with
an online social network and drawing on the information already contained within it in order to
decrease the amount of eﬀort required for a new user.
1.4 Objective
The objective is to connect people to each other through common interests and using shared
connections to establish trust in each other. More speciﬁcally, the goal is to create an Internet-
resident application that enables peer discovery among the user population as part of the process of
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posting discussion topics. The application will also have features for evaluating the trustworthiness
of the other users during discussions.
This work will improve the Internet’s ability to connect people to information and each other.
1.5 Roadmap
The remainder of the report is devoted to background and information about the project.
Chapter 2 discusses background information on social networking, instant messaging, trust, and
other concepts that the remainder of the report will draw on. Chapter 3 describes the high level
application design that guides Chapter 4, Implementation.
Chapter 5, System in Action, is a tour of the application using screenshots as visual aids.
Chapter 6 details what user testing I did, what users’ reactions to the system were, and what
changes I made to adapt to user feedback. Chapter 7 describes future work that I believe would
improve Expertize further and my conclusions about the project.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I discuss the topics of cloud computing, social networks, trust, and peer discovery.
They are all relatively common topics for computer scientists, but the angle from which I use each
concept is also an important part of this chapter.
2.2 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the idea of using a network to bring together the resources and information
available in many places for problem solving and communication. Using computers and other
machines to bring together the entire corpus of a genre is an idea that has existed since at least
1945 when Vannevar Bush wrote about his ideas on the future of information and research[8].
Bush’s invention, the Memex, is a true ancestor of the Web. Cloud computing as a concept has
been around since even before the Internet existed; Bush was not the only scientist with inclinations
for revolutionizing information use.
More speciﬁcally, cloud computing is a distributed computing paradigm. In local computing,
all the resources that are required for a computation are locally stored within one computer: all
the data and the encapsulation of the solution itself in code are contained in one place. In cloud
computing, the Network is the computer: diﬀerent parts of the computation or storage or control
are abstracted away over the network. A developer using cloud computing resources does not need
to support the system, understand how the subsystems work, or even know where the hardware is
physically.
On a human level, a person who does not have the knowledge to individually and independently
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come up with an answer to a question is performing the same action when they call a friend and
ask for advice or information. Networking, an activity that is frequently considered important for
professionals, is similar to peer discovery in a distributed computing system: the phrase, while little
used in this context, can easily be made to apply to this activity.
Using a social networking website to source people to act as nodes in a distributed human
computation is the goal of Expertize. Connecting to each other using algorithms and automation
is the next step in the computerization of our interactions, and Expertize is leading the way to the
future in this respect.
2.3 Online Social Networks
Online Social Networks (OSNs) are a relatively new form of social interaction. An OSN oﬀers a
static (feed) and time sequence (feed) based interface to information about one’s friends. Three
of the most popular OSNs in the United States as of 2009 are Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter.
MySpace, the oldest of the three, focuses primarily on static proﬁles. Twitter has limited proﬁles,
and focuses entirely on a time sequence of small posts. Facebook takes the middle ground, oﬀering
a great deal of depth in both areas.
2.3.1 Origin, Ancestors, and Basic Forms
Since the near complete penetration of internet access into the home in the Western World in
the last decade, many previous organizational methods that were previously common have fallen
into disuse. Before the Internet, organizing an event meant either mailing invitations or using the
telephone to contact everyone who might be interested. Organizations such as churches, academic
clubs, and many others used methods such as telephone trees to get in contact with everyone
quickly.
Email was one of the ﬁrst great applications of the Internet: it is a distributed system that
allows anyone to send messages to anyone else. Every full featured email client oﬀers the ability to
create mailing lists to contact a group of people with ease.
Now, Online Social Networks have taken what email started and gone much further. Each
proﬁle page on an OSN shows a user’s connections with their community, interests, tastes, friends,
career, and other miscellaneous information. Until the introduction of the ’news feed’ on Facebook,
most OSNs oﬀered a simple group system for making discussion boards, an analog to email, and
a section called “friend comments” or the “wall” for posting public messages that anyone viewing
the proﬁle can see[1].
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2.3.2 Application Programming Interfaces and Applications
All three of the Online Social Networks discussed above oﬀer APIs. It is possible to create applica-
tions that interact with the objects and data in the model of the networks. These objects include
people, groups, postings, proﬁle information, and much of the other objects that exist within the
space of each individual OSN. While these APIs operate over the web the applications which can
be built using them do not need to be web based themselves.
2.4 Instant Messaging
The core concept of Instant Messaging (IM) is communicating with one or more other people either
on the same computer system or over a network via small written messages. This idea is even older
than the web: the web was born in the 1990s; IM has been around since at least the 1970s: the
UNIX ’talk’ and ’write’ programs, while mostly forgotten today, were frequently used by engineers.
2.5 Trust
Trust in the reliability of another person is the conﬁdence someone places in their dependableness.
This does not apply just to commitments, but also to advice, information shared, and opinions.
The simple solution, trusting only people we know personally, is woefully inadequate for research
on the breadth of topics that exist. One direction that promises to increase the level of trust a
user can place in information is to use the commutative nature of trust: if I trust my friend, I will
place some trust in persons whom my friend trusts[5]. The concept of “vouching for” someone is
illustrative.
This concept uses what is referred to in the literature as a Trust Network[6]. I will describe a
system that ﬁnds links of trust between users and allows information sharing to become more fully
connected more while maintaining trust in the validity of information.
Two kinds of information discovery will be handled: ﬁnding people to trust on a certain topic,
and determining the level of trust that one can place in a speciﬁc author already pinpointed.
2.5.1 Networking as a Social Activity
Networking is the action of actively seeking out and becoming familiar with new people. Chambers
of Commerce, professional associations, social clubs, political meetings, and the like are common
venues for this activity. Often, networking is done towards some speciﬁc purpose: getting more
customers for one’s business, promoting some artistic venture, or gaining new people to rely on
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for advice. Finding the time to network can be time consuming and requires being presentable,
prepared, and outgoing.
The same conditions can be created computationally using trust network algorithms and infor-
mation gleaned from an existing OSN.
2.5.2 Applying Trust to Peer Discovery
Finding a user to person on a speciﬁc topic is not a simple problem: currently, the a common way
to ﬁnd authorities is to use search engines on the web and depend on the search engine to use
the Trust Network that is the global graph of hyperlinks to ﬁnd a trustable source. Across many
searches a general consensus may appear in all the pages found that a speciﬁc site or individual
has a high degree of authority on a topic.
However, in the case of automated metrics, currently a vast majority of sites depend on global
trust metrics: this is only fully suﬃcient for very narrow topics[4]. Local Trust metrics, which
are derived from a subset of all the trust relationships and ratings made in the system, and are
dependent on which user needs the information, are a much better ﬁt for the task of ﬁnding trustable
authorities.
Less formal opportunities for networking are social gatherings: often there will be many pairs
of people at a gathering that are unknown to each other. If the gathering is small, chances are
that the maximum distance across the social graph is low: most pairs of people know someone in
common. The local trust metrics that I describe below allow discovery of people near the user’s
social circle on the social graph.
2.5.3 Computing Trustability
My proposed mechanism represents the Trust Network relating to general judgment on the trust-
worthiness and good intelligence of people as a graph with users as vertices and trust relationships
as edges. Providing the user with merely a numeric score of trustworthiness for another user is not
useful — I believe that people are not yet ready to quantify trust and not discard the source data
that derived the measure.
Given users A and B, it is reasonable for user A to expect to be told if any of their friends trust
user B when viewing posts by user B.
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2.6 Direction of Requirements
Today the Internet Application classes of forums, instant messaging, web searches, and social
networking are separate. They may at times intersect on a level of 2 or 3 of the application types.
I will design, describe, and build a system that uses users’ trust network and their interests in
concert to direct threads of conversation automatically to interested parties.
2.7 Summary
This background chapter has covered technical topics, such as computation of trust, along with
social concepts like social networking. The reader should now be familiar with Online Social
Networks, Instant Messaging, Cloud Computing, Social Networking application integration, and
the social and computational nature of trust. The overall goals of the project will be expanded on
and focused into a design in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Design
3.1 Introduction
This section describes the visual and functional design of the application, and the reasons why the
design choices were made. Discarded design ideas are also discussed.
Designing a system with no requirements will often satisfy none of the requirements that even-
tually are formulated for the system. The sections below describe various parts of the application
and how they should operate.
3.2 Usability
A user must have minimal diﬃculty installing and setting up the application: it should be a simple
process that takes a minimum of time. Higher setup times drive away users and reduces use of an
application unless there is signiﬁcant social or marketing pressure to use the application.
I decided that the best way to build a web application of a social nature that needs to meet
these requirements was to integrate with a social networking website, which would already contain
trust network and interests information. A common one among my peer group is Facebook, and
it has an expansive and complete API. Expertize is built on top of the Facebook Canvas system,
which allows a standard webserver with some code provided by Facebook to present web pages on
the Facebook website.
The speed of signing up for Expertize is accomplished by gleaning most information that a user
would have to enter to make the application usable from Facebook’s proﬁle information sections
“interests” and “activities”. The trust network information is also derived automatically from the
users’ lists of friends. Virtually no conﬁguration is required.
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3.2.1 Discarded Idea: Stand Alone Site
Building Expertize as a stand alone site was the ﬁrst line of development I went down. I built
a sign up, login, email conﬁrmation, and some of the pages that would eventually be moved to a
the Canvas site. A problem with stand alone web applications is that they lack the viral spread
property of Facebook applications: a Facebook application that gets frequent use will get presented
to the users’ friends on the “highlights” section of the Facebook home page.
Another problem that arises from building a stand alone website is the cumbersomeness of the
process of signing up for an account. For these reasons, I decided to build a site integrated with
social networking.
3.3 Discussion Support
The primary goal of this application is to enable interactive discussion on any topic. Discussions
are divided into user deﬁned tags.
The application uses an instant messaging chatroom style interface. It is the primary object
that users currently interacting with each other in a discussion will use. The permanence of every
discussion is a feature not common to instant messaging rooms: permanent archives of discussions
are traditionally a property of forums.
This duality of forums and instant messaging captures both the archival nature of forums and
the interactive back-and-forth information interchange of instant messaging.
3.3.1 Discarded Idea: Forum Mode
In order to oﬀer the quickest connection to the information the poster seeks, using the traditional
’forum’ style back and forth posting is not optimal. Originally, I had conceived of the IM/Forum
duality as being two modes to view the discussion in: either an archival static Forum mode, or live
IM mode.
3.4 Information Finding
A user must be able to quickly get information being sought. This requires that past and current
discussions should be visible and reopenable at any time. Going from a static thread found from a
search engine or linked elsewhere on the Internet to entering the discussion oneself should be easy
and fast.
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3.5 Interest Based Filtering
Without any way to share information with others built into the application, none of the users
seeking guidance or information will have anyone to rely on. People with no interest in a subject
will be very unlikely to have either the inclination nor ability to help another with that subject.
One way to help users ﬁnd help is to forward their questions to people who are interested in
the subject of those questions. The only information required for this action is a set of pairing of
users with their interests. Therefore, a user should be able to conﬁgure the application with a set
of subjects which interest them.
Applying this information should be done by presenting users who visit the application with
some posts which have recently been created and may interest them.
3.6 Pages
3.6.1 Introduction
Expertize includes a variety of pages implementing the features described above. They are described
in this section.
Every page on Expertize has the same navigation bar at the top: it includes links to the highest
level pages. All pages within Expertize update without user interaction with information about
unseen responses to discussions the user is participating in.
3.6.2 Home
The Expertize home page displays a listing of threads that the user may be interested in (ﬁltered
for being ﬁled under at least one of the subjects the user is interested in). The information about
each thread is limited to who posted it, when, and what the title of the discussion is.
Also displayed on the home page is a list of threads the user has posted previously. This listing
useful for reference, allowing the user to go back to old threads without checking the tag they were
ﬁled under.
3.6.3 Interests
The interests page the only settings page in Expertize. It is an intuitive interface to managing the
user’s list of interest subjects. Adding and removing interests are both supported.
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3.6.4 New Post
Posting in Expertize requires ﬁlling out three text boxes: the title, the body of the ﬁrst post, and
a list of subjects to ﬁle the discussion under. Once posted, the discussion is visible to anyone using
Expertize who is interested in any of the tagged subjects.
3.6.5 About
The about page has no function besides informing the user of a small amount of information about
the purpose of Expertize. It is not part of the application proper.
3.6.6 Browse
The browse page allows the user to view a cloud of all their subscribed subjects and then drill down
to view recent threads that are listed in any one subject.
3.7 Posting Operations
The most important objects within the system are the discussions and the posts within them.
The goals of the application are realized when interaction between people who beneﬁt from their
discussion occurs. Figure 3.1 shows the creation of a thread, tags leading to exposure of the thread
to potential responders, and those responders posting responses.
Figure 3.1: Interactive Chat
Each thread has its own discussion page. The operations of the page itself are described in more
detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
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3.8 Summary
This chapter on Design has described the requirements and the design choices that they motivated,
the mechanics of the social actions that the application will support, and the overall layout of the
system. Moving forward, given information about how the parts of the system work technically,
their motivations and interactions with other parts of the system should be clear.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the detailed technical description of the application I have built, the
system I have built it on, and the technology I used. While the Design chapter did not go into
technical depth, this chapter does.
4.2 Technology Stack
4.2.1 Server Software
I chose the popular LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP)[2] software stack as the platform for
Expertize. I have had good experience developing web applications with this stack before, so it was
an obvious choice. Shown in Figure 4.1 are the layers of software that make up Expertize.
Figure 4.1: Layers of Software
Speciﬁcally, I built the application on the Gentoo Linux operating system. Gentoo is a source-
based Linux distribution that provides scripts for installing all the software in the package reposi-
tory, known as ’portage’.
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The web server software used was Apache Server 2.2, a popular HTTP server with support for
many scripting languages. This was a very easy choice, as I have personal experience using Apache
for over 5 years. I knew that it could satisfy all the needs of my project and that conﬁguring it to
interface between the Facebook API and my own programs would work.
I chose the MySQL database software[7] to do data storage in my system. It is a stable, full
featured database server that oﬀers foreign keys, indexes, and all the other features of relational
databases that are required to develop Expertize.
4.2.2 Facebook API & Programming Language
The Facebook API is available in both JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) and XML versions:
using either of these direct web APIs requires writing a large amount of wrapper code oneself.
Therefore, most developers of Facebook applications use the published libraries that Facebook
provides for interfacing between Facebook and local programs on developers’ own servers. The
most complete library that Facebook oﬀers is the PHP one. As I had experience using PHP to
develop web applications already, PHP became the obvious choice for the primary programming
language to build Expertize in.
Facebook applications that need to present custom pages within the Facebook website can use
two technologies to do so: iframe and canvas. Canvas is suggested unless something complex like
a Java applet or a Flash animation is needed, so I chose to use canvas for my presentation layer.
4.3 Database Layout
A database for a web application is a model for the objects in the problem space and how they
are related to each other. The database for Expertize includes the following tables: user, trust,
subject, authority, discussion, post, about, and userin. These tables, where related, use foreign
keys to reference records in other tables.
4.3.1 Table: user
This table includes the user’s indexed Facebook ID number for reference when calling the Facebook
API to look up information and for determining who a user is during requests.
Other information in the user record includes a local ID number for use within Expertize,
various settings ﬁelds, and the user’s real name. This is the most basic record within the Expertize
database.
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4.3.2 Table: trust
This table captures the friendships between Expertize users that exist recorded within Facebook.
As Facebook API requests cannot be easily made in the data context of a user who is not currently
logged into the Facebook application performing the lookups, I decided that this must be modeled
locally rather than queried from Facebook. This table references the ID numbers of the users who
are recorded as being friends.
4.3.3 Table: subject
This table consists of alphanumeric tag and numeric id number pairs. Indexes exist for both values.
4.3.4 Table: authority
Expertize users’ recorded interests are modeled by this table. It links the subject and user tables.
4.3.5 Table: discussion
This table records the text subject of a posted discussion, who created the discussion, and when it
was created.
4.3.6 Table: post
This table contains all the messages sent in the Expertize application. Each post is linked to a
discussion record and a user record, and contains a timestamp and a message in text format.
4.3.7 Table: about
This table exists to link discussions to subjects: During posting, the subjects typed by the posting
user are either found within the subject table or created there, and linked to the discussion by
adding an entry in the about table.
4.3.8 Table: userin
This table stores a record for each user ↔ discussion pairing: a record exists in this table for every
pair (user, discussion) where the user has posted in the discussion. This table also includes the ID
of the latest post in the discussion that the user has seen. This
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4.4 Software Stack
The software exists to service requests to either perform actions, load pages, or both. During a
request for an Expertize page, the request is initially made to apps.facebook.com: the parameters
and URL are passed on by Facebook’s API servers to the backing web server.
Expertize has two diﬀerent front ends: AJAX+FBML and FBML. FBML is the markup lan-
guage that the Facebook Canvas API uses for describing what page to render; it includes most of
the tags available in HTML, plus some special tags for invoking things like proﬁle pictures, links to
proﬁles, and UI elements styled to ﬁt well with Facebook’s visual look. Pages are rendered using the
FBML interface. Live chat updates and new response notiﬁcations are delivered via AJAX+FBML.
Figure 4.1 is a high level view of the layers of software that make up the Expertize system.
The next subsection goes into detail on the purpose, motivations, and implementation of the JSON
Query Daemon.
4.4.1 C/C++ JSON Query Daemon
As described in section 2.5.3 (Computing Trustability), one of the more useful metrics of trust
is closeness in the social graph. Finding the degree of connectedness between two users within
two degrees of separation is possible as a database query, but proves cumbersome. With high
cardinalities in the social graph, millions of rows are returned from the queries. This causes a
serious hit on performance: a query against the relational database that must be run for every user
in a thread during thread display is not eﬃcient.
This is a relatively obvious fact. Relational databases, while well suited for permanent storage
of vertex and edge lists, are not generally well suited for performing calculations over graphs.
Formally, the problem to solve is calculating the number of paths of length 1 and 2 that exist
between a given two nodes in a directed graph. I chose to implement this algorithm as a modiﬁed
depth limited depth ﬁrst search.
4.4.1.1 Startup
During startup, the Daemon binds 2 TCP ports, one for write request, the other for writes. Next,
the daemon loads the social graph from the MySQL database server and creates a representation
of it in memory as shown in Figure 4.2.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the social graph is stored using pointer buﬀers as outgoing and incoming
edge lists. The edge lists are dynamically reallocated as space needs change. The vertices are
simple c structs. For addressing into the graph, a single C++ map<int, vertex*> is created to
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Figure 4.2: In Memory Trust Graph
allow O(nlogn) lookup of any user node by user id. Adding vertexes, adding edges, and removing
edges are all supported by the graph code.
The problem that arises next is the issue of locking. If the operation were purely single threaded,
scalability would be highly limited: the trust calculations with high cardinality can use several
million cycles per calculation, which would make the system unscalable.
4.4.1.2 Process and Threading Scheme
For this reason, I devised a novel process and threading model. After loading the graph into
memory, the process calls fork(). The parent process becomes the one that responds in a single
threaded manner to requests coming over the write socket. The child process, which does not
process any changes to the graph, only operations that read from it, can be conﬁgured to use any
number of threads with no locking of the graph.
This model results in a problem: write changes made in the parent process will not eﬀect future
read operations in the child process. The solution to this issue depends on the fast nature of
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fork() on UNIX systems even with large memory use, inter process signaling, waitpid(), signal()
and alarm().
To insure that within a short period of time, all write changes made are eﬀective in trust
calculations, the parent process uses signal(), alarm(), and kill() to periodically shut down the
reader (child) process. A SIGHUP signal is sent from the parent, and responded to in the child by
completing all current requests and calling exit(). The parent process waits for the child to die,
completes the current write request, and immediately calls fork() again, creating the child process
oﬀ with a fresh graph.
4.4.1.3 Query System
To allow a wide variety of requests to be made from systems using diﬀerent programming languages,
I chose to use an existing marshaling system, rather than creating my own. JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) is a popular format for marshaling free form data with types including arrays,
maps, integers, strings, booleans, and nulls. I used JSON-c[3] to parse and generate the JSON
format in the Daemon.
Messages are exchanged over a TCP socket over localhost. Every message consists of a four
byte unsigned integer value indicating the number of bytes in the remainder of the message and a
JSON map.
During a read or write query, a message is received. The JSON map is expected to contain an
magic number keyed on the string “action”. Depending on this number, the query type will be
determined and if all is in order, the action will be performed. A response will be returned with a
status code for success or failure. If a response value is needed for the type of query sent, the data
is included in the same message.
4.4.2 Data Backing
To avoid repeating the same code in multiple places, I created a source ﬁle, databacking.php, which
allows reading of and maintenance of the in memory and in database trust networks concordantly.
For the database, this is done via inserts, updates, and deletes and the PHP MySQL binding. For
the in memory graph, it is done over the TCP JSON query interface.
4.4.3 Page Rendering Process
During an FBML/Canvas request, Expertize uses the Facebook API to determine the logged in
status of the user and the user id. Following these initialization checks, the graph monitor routine
runs. Using the FQL (Facebook Query Language) API, Expertize loads a full listing of the user’s
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current friend list. If any changes have taken place since Expertize’s cache of the user’s friend list
was updated, the changes are applied to the cache (database and in memory graph).
Depending on which page is requested, various queries may be run against the JSON Query
Daemon and the SQL server. The only truly innovative technology created for this application is
the JSON Query Daemon: the LAMP stack makes developing most web applications a relatively
straightforward aﬀair.
4.4.4 Chat Operations
To create the chat experience, the chat page for a speciﬁc discussion loads 2 sections: ﬁrst, a chat
log of discussion that has already occurred, and second, an AJAX-updated log of discussion that
occurs between page load and the current moment. A sequence number for the currently latest
post displayed is transferred back to the AJAX Expertize front end during AJAX operations to
insure updates only occur when necessary.
4.5 Summary
This chapter on implementation has discussed the software Expertize is built on top of, the APIs
which it uses, the database and the information connections that it encapsulates, and low level
technological details of the more innovative systems. From this chapter, the reader should have
an understanding of where information enters the system, how it is processed, where it ﬂows to
for temporary and permanent storage, and how it is retrieved later. As a communication tool,
transfer and storage of information are the primary tasks of the programs making up the system.
The next chapter discusses how the design and implementation have been developed into a working
application.
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Chapter 5
System in Action
5.1 Introduction
The previous two chapters, on Design and Implementation, oﬀer both a high level and low level
description of how the system works. This chapter is devoted to showing the system as it exists
through a series of screenshots.
5.2 Conﬁguring Interests
Expertize has a page which allows the user to add and remove interests. It is shown in Figure 5.1.
To delete interests, the corresponding delete checkbox should be checked. Adding new interests
is also simple, requiring only typing them in each of the New Interests boxes. Clicking the Make
Changes button activates the user’s choices.
When a user ﬁrst uses Expertize, the interests are populated by transforming the user’s interests
and activities proﬁle areas into tags.
5.3 Posting
Expertize has a simple form for posting new threads. Only three ﬁelds are required to create a new
discussion: title, body, and tags. Figure 5.2 shows the process of writing a post in the system.
Currently, there is no feedback or error checking for empty title or no tags. In the future, it
could be useful to oﬀer cues to the user assisting them in ﬁlling out the form correctly. There is
also no checking of similarity to discussions already posted: this could lead to duplicates of the
same questions being posed by diﬀerent people.
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Figure 5.1: Add & Remove Interests
5.4 Interest Based Filtering
As shown in Figure 5.3, the main Expertize page shows both a ﬁltered list of all threads that match
the current user’s interests, along with the user’s posted threads.
Clicking the titles of the posts navigates to the chat page for each individual discussion.
5.5 Interactive Chat
During chat, each user writes in the Post box as shown in Figure 5.4, and uses the enter key on
the keyboard to send messages. Messages are transferred to Expertize using AJAX calls: the page
never reloads during chat operations.
Once the user presses the Enter key, the message is added to the log and removed from the post
box as show in in Figure 5.5.
The chat interface is intuitive and visually simple, avoiding distracting the users from their
discussion.
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Figure 5.2: New Post
5.6 New Responses Cue
While anywhere on Expertize, if a response is made to a discussion the user has participated in, a
notiﬁcation is transmitted to displayed to the user as depicted in Figure 5.6.
This feature enables the user to get back into discussions as quickly as possible when new
information is available.
5.7 Summary
This chapter has been a tour through the various parts of Expertize, using representative screenshots
to illustrate the implemented project. From this chapter, the reader should understand how to use
Expertize and understand the next chapter, which covers user feedback.
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Figure 5.3: Main Page
Figure 5.4: Responding to a Thread
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Figure 5.5: Response Registered
Figure 5.6: Response Cue
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Introduction
I did not collect objective measurements of the performance of any part of the system. The obvious
target for such measurements is the JSON Query Daemon, but I was focused more on creating a
working system that appeals to people than scalability testing. I engineered as many parts of the
system as possible for scalability, and I admit that that is no substitute for stress and scalability
testing. The testing I did was user testing.
6.2 User Feedback and Suggestions
I performed subjective user testing: I requested that 20 people try the application (without telling
them what it was), and 10 did so. From the feedback I received, users liked the design and simplicity
of the interface, and understood that it was a discussion board system.
6.2.1 Implemented Changes
During initial user testing, users expressed confusion about how to view threads. The green nav-
igation icons shown in Figure 5.3 were added before the larger scale user testing to address this
issue, and none of the users in the wider scale testing had trouble viewing threads. Earlier in the
development cycle, I had planned to make the trust network auto-reading settings conﬁgurable by
the user, but this proved too confusing for a quick signup process.
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6.2.2 Understanding Purpose
Users understood without being informed ahead of time what the system was intended to accom-
plish. One user, when asked what it was for, understood that it was “to help people learn about
stuﬀ they’re interested in.” Another said that “it seems like a dynamic topic based discussion
board”.
6.2.3 Numerics and Contacts
On average, the users set 5.3 subjects as interesting. Although there were only 10 users and they
did not know each other, a user contact occurred under the “hiking” tagged subject.
6.2.4 Unimplemented Changes
The users suggested several new ideas that they thought would be constructive. One user wanted
location based ﬁltering, another wanted to be able to compound subjects together, rather than
the OR based ﬁltering that is currently implemented. Another user wanted a guided tour, to help
people understand how to use the system.
6.3 Summary
I only got feedback from 4 users out of the 10 who tried Expertize. I did not have a large enough
testing base to get very much feedback. However, from the feedback I did get, I’ve established that
users understand what the application is for and how to use it. As an application which depends
entirely on a large user base for eﬀective use, Expertize is a diﬃcult application to evaluate without
a large installed base.
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Chapter 7
Future Work & Conclusions
7.1 Introduction
As this project ends, I can see that most of the diﬃculties I experienced were during the design
phase. I went down many wrong paths, and started out without a clear idea of what problem I was
trying to solve. The problem, it turns out, has not been covered much by anyone else.
During my project, I researched the area of social problem solving and the backgrounds of
related areas. After I had a good backing in the topics, I distilled a problem that I believed to be
largely unsolved: getting people answers fast. I believe that the system I built is well on the way to
solving this problem. Thanks to the feedback I received from users, I know that Expertize, while
satisfactory, can be improved.
7.2 Future Work
There are several improvements which I believe will be useful in the future. Each of them would
enhance the quality of the application and make it more useful for users.
7.2.1 Location-based Filtering
With location-based ﬁltering, users would be able to add ﬁlters to some or all of their tags that
limit whose threads are visible. This feature would be useful for local information sharing such
as exercise facilities, museum opportunities, jobs, restaurant information, and more. I considered
implementing this as part of Expertize during my project, but did not get to it.
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7.2.2 Facebook Alert Integration
Currently, once a user navigates away from Expertize, there are no messages sent to the user to
remind them of their use of the application. Facebook oﬀers a variety of reminder systems, the
most popular of which is alerts. When on any page of Facebook, if an alert is set, then a small red
icon appears, as shown in Figure 7.1. Clicking on it displays a pop up list of alerts with links.
Figure 7.1: Facebook Alerts
7.2.3 Integrating with More Social Networking Sites
Facebook, while popular in the United States, is not the only major social networking site with an
API that allows application integration. Researching other APIs and expanding Expertize to work
with them as well would allow more interaction with more people: this would improve the quality
of results that users experience, and allow more people to access Expertize.
7.2.4 Combining Tags
While it is possible for users to ﬁnd each other using tags gleaned from their proﬁles, some users
myself included feel that it with more active users, it will become too easy to get lost in the ﬂood of
discussions without ﬁner grained ﬁltering. Rather than the suggested threads section showing any
thread that matches any of the tags listed, it would be useful to oﬀer the ability to make boolean
algebra ﬁlters: for example hiking AND equipment.
7.2.5 Interest Conﬁguration Queues
During conﬁguration of interests, I believe it would be useful to search for similar tags via AJAX
calls while the user types, suggesting popular tags that he might mean. This type of feature is
known as typeahead and is available in user searches on Facebook. This feature would use the same
typeahead UI element as Facebook search to make it intuitive for Facebook users.
7.2.6 Adding Trusted Contacts Within Expertize
Currently, a user’s trusted contacts are determined purely by who the user’s friends are on Facebook.
I believe that users would ﬁnd it useful to be able to add users they interact with on Expertize as
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trusted contacts: using Expertize as networking tool as well as an information ﬁnding tool would
expand the number of users the trust algorithms would be able to show information for and enhance
users’ interactions with each other.
7.2.7 Search
Currently, existing discussions within Expertize are not searchable. I believe that it would be
beneﬁcial to either build an internal search using Apache Lucene or other existing technology, take
advantage of the public application pages feature of the Facebook Canvas API to allow Google and
other search engines to search Expertize discussions, or both.
7.3 Conclusions
During my project, I learned quite a bit about online social applications and how they eﬀect how we
ﬁnd information and interact with each other online. The application I built integrates the concepts
of Online Social Networks, Trust Networks, Forums, Instant Messaging, and Social Tagging.
Social software is not limited to what is currently popular. Users welcome and understand
new combinations of classic social activities in an online context. As an application that facilitates
discussions between interested parties, I believe Expertize is a success.
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